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          1. Introduction 

 

This work was realized during my two months term mission at the National Institute of 

Agronomic Research (INRA), CNRS, University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, France. I have 

been working under the guidance of Dr. Janice De Almeida-Engler, who is a researcher at 

the Biotic Interaction and Plant Health department (IBSV) within INRA, Sophia Antipolis. My 

work framed into a large research project on plant parasitic nematodes.    

Plant parasitic nematodes of the genera Meloidogyne are capable to induce giant-

feeding cells that undergo repeated mitosis without cytokinesis alternated with 

endoreduplication cycles, which is a rather unusual route of the cell cycle (de Almeida Engler 

et al., 1999, 2005). Systematic analyses of the expression pattern of 61 core cell cycle genes 

in the wild type plant and during nematode feeding sites development have been carried out 

and recently published by Dr. de Almeida-Engler (2009). This work resulted in the 

identification of a collection of interesting candidate genes potentially playing an important 

role in plant-nematode interactions. Among them, a negative regulator of the cell cycle, the 

KRP6 gene is highly expressed during Nematode Feeding Sites (NFS) development and has 

been identified as promising candidate gene for further investigation. Arguments have been 

accumulated illustrating that the KRP inhibitors might be important candidate genes for 

susceptibility. Since there are a clear difference in the expression pattern in others six KRP 
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encoding genes of Arabidopsis in NFS, it will be important to investigate in the future all 

members of the KRP gene family. 

The main objective of this COST mission was to contribute to the analysis of the 

involvement of the Kip Related Proteins (KRP) family gene in the mechanisms of 

susceptibility to plant parasitic nematodes, specially the KRP6 gene. Four different 

experimental approaches were carried out during my short term mission: 

1) To get an idea of the susceptibility of Arabidopsis mutant lines for nematode 

infection, we counted the number of galls and eggs masses produced by the phytopathogen 

and analyzed gall morphology during its development in the mutant line (krp6 KO) in 

comparison with the wild type Arabidopsis plant.  

2) We analyzed the promoter activity of KRP6 (KRP6pro::GUS) to determine 

localization of gene expression in galls at different developmental stages.  

3) We attempted to analyse in vivo the subcellular localization of the same KRP-

protein fused to GFP (green fluorescent protein; KRP6pro::GFP-KRP6) and compared its 

expression level with  non-mutated lines by using fluorescence Confocal microscopy.   

 

 

          2. Material and methods 

 

2.1. Plant material. 

 Arabidopsis thaliana mutant lines were used for all experiments performed (infection 

tests, morphological analysis, GUS assays and Confocal microscopy) and a brief description 

of the protocol follows. 

 

2.1.1. Infection test: galls and eggs masses produced and morphological analysis of 

galls. 

We used Arabidopsis wild type Col-0 and transgenic Arabidopsis knock-out for the 

KRP6 gene kindly given by Nathalie Glab (CNRS, Orsay, Paris). Seeds were germinated and 

seedlings were grown in MS culture medium containing 1% sucrose for 10 days and then 

transplanted to Knop medium as described by de Almeida Engler et al. (1999). A week later, 

they were infected with 100 surface sterilized nematodes per plant. Infected seedlings were 

kept at 20°C with a 16 hours photoperiod and the nu mber of galls was then recorded. After 

two months, number eggs masses were also recorded. All counting was done under a 

binocular.  
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2.1.2. Morphological analysis. 

For morphological analysis uninfected and nematode infected roots of  WT Col-0 and 

krp6 KO seedlings were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in 50mM Pipes buffer (pH 6.9) and then 

dehydrated and embedded in Technovit 7100 (Heraeus Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany) as 

described by the manufacturer. Embedded tissues were sectioned (3µm) and stained in 

0.05% toluidine blue (TB), mounted in Depex (Sigma) and microscopy was performed using 

bright field optics.  

 

2.1.3. Histochemical GUS assays. 

Histochemical assays of GUS activity were performed essentially as described in de 

Almeida-Engler et al. (1999). For this purpose, seedlings containing the KRP6pro::GUS were 

infected and analysed seven, 14, 21 days after inoculation. Infected plantlets were incubated 

with 90% ice-cold acetone for 30 min and washed twice with 100 mM sodium phosphate 

buffer, pH 7.4. Samples were then incubated for 1 hr to overnight in an enzymatic reaction 

mixture (1.0 mg mL21 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl b-D-glucuronic acid, 0.5 mM potassium 

ferrocyanide, and 0.5 mM potassium ferricyanide) in sodium phosphate buffer at 37ºC in the 

dark. The reactions were stopped by washing once for 10 min in sodium phosphate buffer. 

Samples were subsequently fixed in 2.0% glutaraldehyde in 50mM Pipes buffer (pH 6.9) and 

then dehydrated and embedded in Technovit 7100 (Heraeus Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany) as 

described by the manufacturer. Embedded tissues were sectioned (3µm) and mounted in 

Depex (Sigma) and microscopy was performed using dark field optics.  

. 

2.1.4 Confocal laser scanning microscopy. 

Arabidopsis plants containing KRP6-GFP (collaboration with N. Glab, Orsay, Paris) 

were infected with the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita. Five, seven and 14 days 

old, nematode feeding sites were dissected from nematode infected roots and fresh slices of 

approximately 150-300 µm. were generated with a vibratome (MICROM). Immediately after 

preparation samples were analysed with a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) 

(LSM510 META 510, Zeiss, Germany) equipped with standard argon and He-Neon lasers.  
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  3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Infection test.  
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Graphic 1. Arabidopsis infection test results (two biological repetitions of 60 seedlings). 

The number of galls is represented in red, while the number of eggs masses is in 

green. 

 

 

Graphic 2. Values obtained from the infection tests with the total average (n/total n), 

standard deviation (desvest (n)), confidence intervals (α, STDEV, n) and standard 

error (CONF. INTER. /1,96) in the left column of the chart from top to bottom. Source: 

own elaboration. 
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Our results have shown the increased number of galls in the knock-out transgenic line 

(krp6 KO) suggesting that this gene may act by inhibiting gall formation. Therefore, the knock-

out of the KRP6 protein in our study has a positive feedback effect on gall induction by 

Meloidogyne incognita. In addition a slight increase in egg masses has been observed. 

 

3.2. Morphological Analysis of the knock-out KRP6 transgenic line. 

A) Galls (at 20x increase); seven and 14 days after inoculation of the krp6 KO (to the 

left) and Col-0 (to the right) lines, respectively: 

  

 3.3. KRP6pro::GUS expression in nematode infected roots.  

Galls; seven, 14, 21 days after inoculation, respectively. 

 

The analysis of GUS expression in galls has shown the promoter activity of KRP6 

gene, in giant as well as in neighbouring cells, is low or absent in the cortical and epidermal 

layers surrounding the gall.  
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3.4. KRP6pro::GFP-KRP6 localization in galls by Confocal microscopy. 

Unfortunately, the expression of GFP in roots and galls has been too low to allow any 

reliable localization. New lines will be generated by the group of N. Glab in the near future 

which will be used for nematode infection. 

 

 

4. Projected publications/articles resulting or to result from the STSM 

 

During the STSM many images were generated and presently the obtained results are 

being further validated. These further analyses will be used for a manuscript to be prepared 

in the near future. 
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